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THE EDITOR'S VIEW
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Winter approaches and for some of you it's time t o hunker down and put the
toys away! 1 thought therefore that we'd make this issue of the "Driver" a good
read and include some articles you can browse through at your leisure over the
holiday period, and which might just b e that little bit different. I figure you can
only look a t s o many MG photographs-so there's lots of meat in this issue!
We have more on the MG factory a t Abingdon, and our friend in England,
Martin Hodder, writes about another jaunt and it's appropriate that the car he
chose was the MGB GT which the late John Thornley described a s the poor
man's Aston Martin! Meanwhile for the raw MGB novice, Chris Horton describes
basic 'B maintenance and upkeep, and there's lots of technical stuff also inside
these pages. So we hope you'll find something to your taste in your favorite MGB
and Midget publication.
Thank you for all your letters and contributions, and if it ever appears that
we a r e getting into the 'same old, same old' rut a s some MG magazines do, then
be sure t o let us know. This is after all YOUR MGB magazine and if your submission is readable and we can fit it in, then we'll d o our best t o print it.
We have some changes in officers following the AGM in Atlanta and a full
report appears elsewhere in these pages. If you didn't vote-then shame on you!
It's no good crying now about how the Register is operated, and who you wanted on the committee-it's done! Rest assured the elected officials will d o the very
best for YOU! At least you had the chance t o elect your chosen candidate unlike
other organizations which a r e totally autocratic in their operation.
So, with fond memories of some really great events this past summer we'll
sign off for this year and look forward t o 1995 when we'll try and bring you an
even better magazine. Happy Holidays from Jill :-) (whose assistance is invaluable in putting the "Driver" together) and myself!
"See you in Lake Tahoe"??!!

(Oops-Sorry Department!-We wrongly attributed the article on "MG '94" in our
last issue t o Frilford Heath when it was actually Dixon Lane's work!)
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BRIEF REPORT O N
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
Atlanta, Georgia October 22nd, 1994
The following are extracts from the minutes of the AGM:
The meeting was brought to order and opened by Chairman, Rick Ingram.
The Secretary reported a 19% growth in the membership and we now officially have members in all 50 states! Renewals were reported steady at 81%.
The Chairman expressed some disappointment in the Register's growth and
stressed the need for more active recruiting during the coming year.
The outgoing Secretary closed his report with suggestions as to how to
improve the incoming Secretary's task in the year ahead. Foremost of these was
a recommendation to appoint a Membership Coordinator to assist with regular
outgoing mail.
The Treasurer gave a financial report showing a healthy situation.
The Vice-Chairman reported on Chapter activities and stated the Register
now boasts 45 affiliated Chapters. More clubs have been contacted to become
affiliated to the North American MGB Register.
Robin Weatherall, Recruitment Coordinator, reported on current and future
recruiting activities and outlined plans for the future.
Registrar's reports were presented from Jon Nyhus, Kurt Schley, Bruce
Wyckoff, Tom Gaylord, Edna Carol and Tom Biehl. The Editor's report on the
"MCB Driver" was also presented to the meeting in addition to the Advertising
Coordinator's report. Edna Carol and Jill Lee Jones have both expressed their
desire to step down from their respective duties as Regalia and Advertising
Coordinators and replacements will be sought.
The ballots for the posts of Secretary and Vice-Chairman resulted in the election of Jai Deagon to the Secretary's post and Richard Miller as Vice-Chairman.
The Chairman thanked all Chapters who had returned ballots to ensure continuance of the democratic process.
A hearty vote of thanks was extended to Jerome Rosenberger and Bruce
Wyckoff for their efforts on behalf of the Register during past years.
The conclusion of our successful "MG '94" event saw a reimbursement check
handed to the Register by Larry Berger of the Washington MG Car Club. "MG '95"
the Register's National Convention in Lake Tahoe, California is well on course, as
is the 'Mini-Con' to be held in Atlanta, Georgia. John Twist also reported that "MG
'96" in Indianapolis was also developing nicely.
The Executive approved two new honorary members-Ken Costello and
Geoff Allen. A motion was made and carried that a $100.00 donation be made to
charity in memory of John Thornley.
Finally, thanks were extended to the Peachtree MG Registry for their help and
support in organizing the AGM.
*Other topics discussed ranged from COVA, to which the Register will affiliate to fight the 'clunker' legislation, to the insurance the Register offers affiliated
chapters. Also covered were Concours rules, future conventions and the new convention guidelines, plus several other topics.

1974%MGB REGISTRAR'S REPORT
Steve Harding
The front cover of the last issue of the "MGB Driver" highlighted the MGB of
Ruth Vitrikas seen at Washington. Ruth kindly told us a little more:
"I enjoy reading your notes about 1974K MGBs, and I thought I'd send you a
photograph of "Brigitte", my GT. I'm the original owner and ordered her at the
Piccadilly, London, showroom of British Leyland in the summer of 1974. She
arrived in Baltimore around Thanksgiving. Originally she was Harvest Gold, (a
color which looked quite nice in the color chart in the brochure but caused me
to exclaim, "Ugh!" when I saw it for real!).
I really didn't want white again, my previous car having been-dare I say
it?-a white T****** Spitfire. For the first repaint I went to a Subaru color,
'Cashmere Beige', but the second time around I went for a stock color, White, and
I will stick with that for the next de-rustification/repaintjob.
I did actually order the MGB with a sunroof, but Ralph Nader stepped in and
I was subsequently informed that I could not import her with the sunroof, and I'd
have to have it fitted here in the US. This I did after about three years and I love
it. She's been my daily driver for nearly 19 years-a wonderful car. Having said
that, GDH5UE362333G will probably break down tomorrow!"
So there you are, and we must take a moment to thank Ruth, Bob, and everyone else for a great NAMGBR "MG '94" Convention. Remember if you have a 74%
MGB and would like it featured in the "Driver"send a photo to me at my address
inside the front cover. I promise the next few 74%reports will showcase Roadsters
as all previous reports have been on GTs!

E. Ruth Vitrikas #CHD5UE362333C
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CHAIRMAN'S

CHAT

Rick "Ernie" lngram
Hi there! Doesn't seem possible that winter is just around the corner--does
it? I've already developed a loooong list of things to do to the 'B before the spring
returns. I've also collected several MG models that may need to be constructed
during the quiet season!
We had the chance to meet a lot of NAMGBR members this summer at meets
here in the Midwest, as well as at our Annual Convention in D.C. Thanks to all of
you who came up to Jean or myself to introduce yourself, ask a question or simply bend our ear.
We had a very productive Annual General Meeting at Atlanta in October. A
new Vice-Chair and a new Secretary now sit on the Executive board.
Congratulations to Richard Miller and Jai Deagan. I know these two enthusiasts
will have a lot to contribute to the Register. I would also like to warmly welcome
Ken Costello and Ceoff Allen who join Don Hayter as honorary members of the
NAMGBR.
At this time each of us needs to say "Thank You" to Jerome Rosenberger and
Bruce Wyckoff. They both have played a large part in keeping the Register on its
feet during the past four years. Jerome, and his family have spent countless
unpaid hours promoting the Register, compiling computer records, developing
regalia, manning the NAMGBR booth at meets and sending out membership packets.
Bruce has been busy recruiting new MG Chapters, promoting the Register at
meets, acting as Midget Registrar and many other tasks too numerous to mention.
These two gentlemen have been the 'glue' for the Register for the past four years,
and for that I say, "Three Cheers!" l know that Jerome has plans for his 'extra' time
now that his Secretarial duties have come to a conclusion, (Ianticipate seeing
both the 'B and the Magnette on the road). And, 1 believe that Connie and Wayne
have some projects in store for Bruce! Thanks for your efforts, guys!
I hope that throughout the winter your club will stay active! It's not too early
tostart planning your activities for the 1995 driving season. My local club has a
holiday party planned in addition to an MG filmfest in the works for one of the
January "Doldrum" evenings. We also co-sponsor an All British Meet in the spring
and planning this event keeps us together during the winter. Why not let the
Register know what your club has planned to get you through our annual MG
'drought'? Write up your activities and send them off to Marcham Rhoade, editor
of the "MGB Driver". We like to hear what's going on in your neck of the woodsand the activities that your club reports, may inspire another club!
Have you thought about your New Year's resolution? How about recruiting at
least one new member into the MGB Register? Show them a copy of the "Drioer";
tell them about the Annual Convention, the benefits the Register has to offer, and
they will quickly realize that this is the best $25 they can possibly spend on their
MG! (Not to mention that YOU could come out of it with a free year's membership
for yourself!) Remember that there is safety in numbers!
I hope that you all have a great and safe holiday season. May there "B" all the
"toys" you requested from Santa under the tree on Christmas morning!
Octagonally,
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STRICTLY FOR "BUCINNERS
Chris Horton
A good number of the newer members joining the Register are first time owners of an MGB, and while a lot of our more seasoned readers might know all there
is to know in this article, the Register has to cater to all. So we print it here for
those 'first timers' to maybe learn a little bit more about their MGB for even
greater enjoyment of this fine automobile!
The little MGB is dependable, cheap to run and laughably easy to look after!
The first job in servicing a 'B is to get the engine thoroughly warmed up with a
brisk 10 mile run and then to change the oil. The filter is either of the replaceable
paper element type or, on later models, of the screw-on canister type. Both types
live on the right hand side of the engine. It's easily accessible, but mounted
upside down, so you'll need a tray to catch any oil spillage.
If you've got the old fashioned paperelement filter remember both to remove
the old sealing washer from the canister-to-housing joint on the engine (if you
don't you'll get a monumental oil leak when you start up again!) and also to fit a
new seal.
Tackle the valve clearances next. These can be checked and set either hot or
cold, but make sure you use the correct figures, and that the engine temperature
is really is either hot or cold and not merely warm. The clearances are set using
the so-called "rule of nine".
That is the number from one to eight of any fully opened valve, when subtracted from nine gives you the number of the valve to check. (It's easier to tell
when a valve is fully open than when it's fully closed and the clearance between
the camshaft and the rocker is at its greatest.) For instance when valve #3 is fully
open (i.e. the spring is compressed as far as it will go) adjust valve #6. The valves,
by the way, are numbered from the front of the engine.
Don't worry if the engine still sounds 'clattery' after all this. The valve clearances are set deliberately wide and the Meries engine was never particularly
smooth or quiet. If it thrashes around really badly at idle it's worth checking the
rubber engine mounts. If the engine seems really noisy however, it might be
worth checking that the valvegear isn't badly worn. The heavily loaded area
between the top of each valve stem and its rocker arm can wear for example, and
often this is undetectable using a feeler gauge which merely bridges the indentation in the metal. Expect a fair amount of timing chain noise, too, but again don't
worry unless it's really bad. You'll get tired of it and do something about it, long
before the chain breaks!
Check now for oil leaks. Crankshaft front and rear seals are common sources
which, provided they're not allowing great torrents of oil out, you can live with
for a while. The rather accessible oil cooler, whose presence is essential to the
long term health of the engine, may also be leaking and the two flexible rubber
pipes may perish.
Ignition timing is easy to set, either statically using a test lamp to tell you
when the points are just beginning to open or, better still, by using a stroboscope
on the marks on the front crankshaft pulley. The crankshaft rotates clockwise
when the engine is viewed from the front, by the way, and the distributor shaft
rotates anti-clockwise when viewed from above.

Don't forget to put a few drops of oil down the distributor center shaft or,
when you fit new points, to smear a tiny amount of grease onto the cam to prevent premature wear. Check, too, that the contact breaker baseplate is free to
move through the required arc-it's prone to seizure-and that the vacuum capsule is doing its job. Either use a small vacuum pump and a pipe to pull the b a s e
plate backwards and forwards again, or move it by hand and place a finger firmly
over the end of the pipe stub on the diaphragm casting. The baseplate should
only move back when you take your finger away.
Carburation is by twin SUs or a single Zenith-Stromberg, but both systems
operate in much the same way and are easy to set with a simple balancing
device-a length of X' rubber tubing held to your ear is a remarkably good way of
assessing the airflow into each intake. Just listen to the hiss. (Or buy yourself a
Unisyn Carb synchronizer!-Ed)
You must first make sure the engine is at running temperature though (check
the thermostat, if necessary, by immersing both it and a thermometer in a pan of
boiling water) and that the timing and valve clearances are spot on.
It's also worth checking the small bore rubber pipes which form the
crankcase breather system-they perish and split, both causing massive air leaks.
The diaphragm in the control valve on Strombergs often perishes and punctures
too, leading to erratic running. If the idle speed seems very high and refuses to
respond to adjustment, suspect problems with the tiny spring-loaded poppet
valves in the throttle butterflies on later carbs. These are designed to open up on
the over-run and ensure a more complete combustion of what little air and fuel
enters the combustion chambers, but they can get gummed up. Sometimes they'll
respond to cleaning, or you may have to turn them round on their seats s o they
can't open, or solder them shut!
It's well worthwhile cleaning out the float chambers on a regular basis as well
as renewing the in-line fuel filter. The electrical fuel pump should work happily for
ages with little more than an occasional clean up. Two last points on carburation;
watch for perished rubber diaphragms in Stromberg carbs-they quickly go soft
in petrol, and even good ones are almost impossible to refit-and on SU carbs,
check that they both have the same needles and springs. Also regularly check the
piston damper tubes in the dashpots and top them up with the correct grade of
oil.
As for the cooling system, make the usual checks on the condition of the
hoses and clips and make sure that the coolant contains the correct amount of
anti-freeze. Check the water pump for play by shaking the fan blades up and
down, and look for signs of coolant leaks past the spindle seal. Check the condition and tension of the generator belt and that the rubber bushes through which
pass the securing bolts of the earlier metal fan aren't damaged. If they are, the
engine will sound as though it's on its last legs!
On some earlier models there's a short rubber hose which runs from the
heater to the control tap on the cylinder block. It must be of the correct molded
type-NOT a piece of plain heater hose which can collapse internally as it's bent
into position and restricts the water flow. The tap itself is prone to leaks and
Continued on page I0

Strictly for "B'lginners - Continued from page 9
should be carefully inspected and lubricated with WD40; also if the heater blows
only warm rather than hot air suspect an internal blockage in the heater radiator.
This is best cured by removing it and dunking it in a bucket of radiator flushing
compound. Check the radiator for leaks and make sure the cooling fins aren't
bunged UD.Fit a new Dressure car, too: thev don't last as long as vou think!
?he hydraulicall;actuated clkch is reliable and fairly long lived, lasting over
50,000 miles with careful and correct use. The same goes for the gearbox, provided that the oil level has been correctly maintained and the oil itself changed
at the proper intervals, but some units can be rather noisy. Mk I MGBs have synchromesh only on Znd, 3rd and top gears, and can whine in second and third.
Later cars with the all-synchro box may have a noisy first and reverse if they're
nearing the end of theiriives. In all cases beware of jumping out of gear whether
under load or on the over-run.
Many manual transmission cars also had the benefit of a Laycock overdrive
operating on 3rd and top gears. Maintenance involves checking the oil level and
periodically washing the filter in gasoline before blowing it dry in a blast of compressed air. A blockage here is one of the major causes of sluggish overdrive
operation. Other sources of O/D problems are the operating solenoid on the unit
itself, the switch, or the wiring in between.
You may come across an MGB with an automatic gearbox and here the procedure is the same as for any other two pedal car. Check the ATF for cleanliness
(it should be a healthy pink with no ominous black particles floating in it!) If it
stinks of rotten eggs, then the gearbox has been cooked at some time, and will
need major attention sooner than later. All automatics tend to leak from the
sumpto-casing joint, particularly if the 'B has been left standing for any length of
time. Poor quality gear shifts and/or the absence of kickdown are usually caused
by throttle linkage problems, or to a broken or poorly adjusted kickdown cable.
Replacing it involves removing the sump pan so make sure you have a new gasket before you begin.
The MGB prop shafts are all of the simple one-piece type with renewable
Hardy Spicer universal joints. These may have grease nipples (in which case a
squirt every service will keep them running smoothly for years) but renewal is no
great drama. Check for wear by attempting to lever the end of the shaft up and
down by means of a large screwdriver placed between the cruciform parts of
each joint and each driving flange.
Rear axles run reliably for thousands of miles. Check the oil level, change it
if it looks suspect and watch for leaks either from the seal where the propeller
shaft meets the pinion driving flange, or from the outer ends of the half-shafts
into the brake drums, (which you'll have to remove first). Noise from the rear end
is more likely to be from worn wheel bearings than from the final drive itself;
check by jacking up the rear wheels and spinning them to feel for any roughness.
MGB steering is by a simple rack-and pinion system. Check for oil leaks due
to torn or misplaced track rod gaiters, and then for unwanted free play, either in
the rack itself or the two track rod ends. In both cases the only answer is to fit
new components. Also check for excessive movement in the steering column but
don't be too alarmed by what sounds like a noisy steering column upper bush:
this is often caused simply by the contact for the horn!

- -
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Strictly for "BWginners- Continued from page 10
The front suspension responds well to regular greasing. A good squirt top
and bottom every 3000 miles at least-or even once a week if you can be botheredshould help the kingpins and their bushes last for thousands of miles. This is well
worth the effort since they are a pain to replace! (By the way once installed in the
suspension upright the new bushes must be accurately reamed before the kingpin is refitted.) To check for wear, jack up the front of the B and support it so that
the weight is still born by the lower wishbones, and then attempt to rock the
wheels with your hands in the twelve and six o'clock positions. Eliminate possible wheel-bearing wear by having someone press the brake pedal.
Mysterious 'clonks' at the front end could mean a broken coil spring, Beware
too, the softening and eventual disintegration of the inner wishbone pivot bushes. If yours have failed, fit either top quality after-market parts or the standard
MGB GT V8 bushings-they'll last a lot longer! The lever arm front shock absorbers
(whose operating arms also form the top suspension wishbones) don't last for
ever either. Carry out the time honored bounce test, (press down on each corner
of the car and release it; it should come to rest within 1%oscillations) Also watch
for fluid leaks from the oil seal at each end of the main fulcrum shaft, loose fixing
bolts or perished rubber bushes where they meet the suspension uprights.
Beware of damaged or missing bump stop rubbers. Suspension overhaul is fairly
easy, s o too is a conversion to more modern and effective telescopic systems.
Rear suspension is by lever-arm dampers again, with longitudinal leaf
springs. Check the security of the nuts on the U-bolts securing the rear axle to the
springs, and also that none of the spring leaves are cracked. Examine the bushes
at each end of the springs for perishing, and periodically spray the entire units
with oil-this keeps corrosion at bay and allows the leaves to slide smoothly over
one another. (This can work wonders for the ridequality of an MGB!) Again check
the dampers for leaks and looseness, and again consider uprating to telescopics.
All cars have disc brakes at the front and drums at the rear, with servo assistance as standard from 1974. Check obvious points like lining thickness and brake
fluid level, then work your way 'round the system looking for damaged flexible
rubber hoses or metal pipes. Look also for weeping hydraulic cylinders (peel
back the rubber covers at the rear) and badly scored discs or drums. You really
should overhaul the entire braking system every three years or 36,000 miles. That
means new rubber seals in all the cylinders (or new cylinders) new brake fluid
and careful inspection of every single component.
Particular brake problems include squealing front brakes--easily solved by
anti-rattle shims and/or a light smear of copper based grease between the rear of
the pads and their pistons-and a handbrake that is marginal at best, and downright useless at worst! There's not a great deal you can do about this beyond
adjusting the complex linkage regularly; keep it and any exposed cables and pivot
points well covered in grease. The rear brake adjusters sometimes seize, too; free
them off with WD40,or penetrating oil and then lubricate them with copper-based
grease.
Usually MGB wheels also demand a fair degree of maintenance, certainly if
they are wire wheels. Periodically remove all four and thoroughly clean the both
the splined hubs and the conical face on which locates the knock-off nut. Likewise
clean the inside of the knock-offs themselves and inspect all components for wear
or damage. Coat them with a thin film of high melting point, copper-based grease

and carefully refit the wheels to the MGB. Make sure the retaining nuts are really
tight; it's that conical face which does all the work, NOT the splines, which are
there purely as a backup.
You can doublecheck for wear in the splines, (often all too obvious when the
car's in motion and evidenced as a clicking sound when you open and close the
throttle) by jacking up the car safely on all four wheels, and with the brakes on,
rocking each wheel backwards and forwards with your hands at 12 o'clock and 6
o'clock. At the rear expect most wear on the driving side of the splines if the
knock-off has run loose; at the front it will be the braking side which takes the
pounding.
Check the wheels for loose or broken spokes and don't forget the spare in the
trunk! The easiest way to check is to spin the wheel while holding a thin stick
against the spokes. You want a metallic pinging sound while a dull thud suggests
trouble. Rostyle wheels warrant an inspection of the vulnerable paint finish; tackle any sign of corrosion now and it'll save you a lot of money later on.
Check the fuel tank for leaks and rust, (usually between the tank's upper surface and the trunk floor) and make sure there are no leaks around the fuel sender
unit.
Finally, check that all the lights are working and make sure water isn't getting
in where it shouldn't. Headlight reflectors corrode, as do sidelamp bodies.
Maintenance is nothing more than continued attention to a scheduled plan
and will repay the effort many times in terms of safety and money saved.

Our Chairman, Rick Ingram, shot this one at the Champaign British Car Meet.
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HEARD THE ONE ABOUT
THE MGB AND THE PARACHUTE?
This true story was submitted by Sheila Higgins of British Car Specialists in
Stockton, CA. It was first printed in "The Best Things on TV"...
In 1975, Marce Mayhew creative director at the advertising agency of Bozell
&Jacobs was working on the MG account and had a great idea for a 30-second TV
commercial. "You see a guy inside an aeroplane. He looks out the window and we
see the ground. We cut, and then we see three cars down there-the competition!
A Fiat 124, a Porsche 914 and a Datsun 2402 racing along a mountain road.
The guy in the plane gets out of his seat and walks back, he is wearing a parachute; and we see the rear of the plane is open; it's a cargo plane and an MGB is
parked there. He pushes it out of the rear door. He jumps out behind it and freefalls. A giant chute opens up behind the MG. The guy opens his chute, they land
simultaneously; he takes off his chute, takes the rig off the MGB, gets in and drives away-ahead of the other three cars! The last words are-'MG still one jump
ahead'!"
And now the rest of the s t ory... once Mayhew got the go-ahead from MG, h e
had t o find a production crew. He talked the Royal Air Force into cooperating
since MG was an English company.
"The production company had NASA work out the configuration of the parachute. How much chute d o you need to hold u p an MGB? A million little details.
We had t o go to some place in the California desert-El Mirage, near Edwards Air
Force Base-to get a big landing area because you didn't know where it was going
to come down. The best time to shoot was dawn, when there was the least wind,
s o we'd be out at 3 am working under the headlights.
There we are, dawn. 'Gentlemen start your engines'. I had two chase Cessnas
and a cargo plane, plus a helicopter with the main camera on it. One Cessna had
a camera, the other Cessna was above the cargo plane s o that if the guy who
pushed the MGB out dived too fast and passed the car, a second jumper from the
plane above would drop like a rock parallel t o the car and HE would become the
actor!
The planes take off and climb towards 8,000 feet, they d o pass-bys, dropping
smoke bombs. We establish the drift is going t o be about 2%miles t o the northeast of the drop point. This is it. The director is on the plane, and I count down
on the walkie-talkies.
They push the MGB out. I'm looking up with the binoculars. The drogue
chute is supposed t o open in a series of puffs-but it doesn't! The car goes 8,000
feet straight down!!
When the MGB hit, it compacted t o about 30 inches high, full width and full
length-as if it were a coffee table all of a sudden. It would have been great t o
chrome it and put a piece of glass over it!
Assessing the damage, we suddenly realized that the acid in the MGB's battery had eroded the shroud lines. (We had to have the battery installed and gasoline in the tank, everything ready s o it could start on the ground without any
touch-up.) We had a wrecked chute, a client who was not very happy, only one
MGB left and no assurance it would work the second try. We might even end up
with matching coffee tables!

But we re-rigged the parachute, and early Thursday we got out there on the
desert again. Dawn comes, and we're ready t o go. The planes go up, the smoke
bombs drop. Finally the MGB comes out, and the puff opens the chute. The guy
comes out behind it. But the drift is not what we thought-it's not going to land
at the point indicated!
We're below in a truck with the camera, and we drive at 80 miles an hour,
because we want t o get t o the touchdown point, t o film the landing sequence. It's
2X miles away. We really had the pedal t o the metal, screaming across the desert!
We get there just in time. But there's big cactus all over. It's lumpy ground,
too, no longer flat. We can only hope it lands right. If it lands on top of a cactus,
there goes our second MGB!!
BAM! It just lands-in the only place that's smooth. We get footage of the car
landing, and the guy landing. 1 didn't get all I really wanted with one take, but the
concept was s o strong that the slickness of the finished photography made it into
a fine commercial.
And our client went on to sell even more MGB cars!"
(Your Editor has among his souvenirs one of the original 16mm films of this
commercial, which can also be seen on the Heritage MGB video!)

A 'Taste o f Britain' at the Lancaster, PA Polo Club. 197.5 MGB owner, Jefh-ey Rutt.
Photo: Ray Emery
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THIRTY YEARS ON
Lloyd Decker
Journey back with me to those thrilling days of yesterday. Back to 1964 when
I met my first MGB-a time which my kids consider as being somewhere between
the Crusades and the discovery of America!
In 1964 I was serving aboard the U.S.S. Midway in the Western Pacific and
prior to departing the States had sold my 1955 2door Ford hardtop to a ship's
cook for $500. A decision that was right at the time, as one doesn't have much
need of a car when sailing between Japan and the Philippines. (But wouldn't I like
to have that car back today!) Anyway, I knew that I would need a car upon my
return to the States in the summer of '64.
I began reading articles and advertisements for cars. (Our ship's lounge had
available almost every magazine printed.) It didn't take me long to notice that the
MGB was still a very new car on the market in 1964. Furthermore I discovered that
I could order an MG in the British Crown Colony of Hong Kong at considerable
savings. So I obtained the necessary info and began to prepare my order. Color
was easy-I knew that I wanted Old English White with red leather interior. The
list of options wasn't really too extensive.
I really couldn't believe that one had to pay extra for a top that folded down
(instead of being removable). I thought all convertible tops folded down, s o that
option was an easy selection; a few more bucks got me a folddown top. Wire
wheels were another easy choice for me--it just wasn't a sports car without wire
wheels in 1964, and this option cost me about $100 if I recall correctly. I wanted a
radio but the factory options were limited, s o I decided to obtain an after-market
radio and install it later. Remember that FM was still fairly new back then-there
were limited stations available and limited choices. And no tapes; not even the 8track was around yet! (I can hear the kids chuckling; "Hey Dad, were there lots of
dinosaurs in the woods back then?")
I believe a tonneau cover was standard equipment, but I have read a few
things that indicate it was an option. Whatever, I ended up with a matching red
tonneau. There was something called the 'American Package' that got me left
hand drive, heater, defroster and 1 always figured it included the windshield
wipers too. I topped off my options list with white sidewall tires, a luggage rack
and seat belts. Standard equipment included the copper wheel knockoff hammer,
sidelift jack, boot bars and cover (matching red again!), and nice bags for everything to fit into.
During our next trip to Hong Kong, I headed ashore to place my order. The
friendly, neighborhood MG dealer turned out to be an office evidently established
for the sole purpose of accepting overseas orders. There were no MCs present!
Only a few posters on the walls which included most other British cars of that
time. You could buy any British made car in the same office. I signed the necessary papers, handed them my money and was, in theory, the proud owner of a
new MGB. I had never sat in one, never driven one, but I owned one!
By having the car licensed in England, prior to shipment, the car became a
"used" vehicle and no import duties would require paying. The final price of
$2,200 included license fees and shipment to San Francisco where the car would
arrive in June. The total price represented about 8 months gross pay for me at the
time.
Continued on page 18
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Upon returning to the U.S., I contacted University Motors on Van Ness
Avenue in San Francisco and they advised me what ship my MGB was on, and the
expected date of arrival. They needed a couple of days for 'dealer prep' and they
would let me know when to pick up the car. (Ilater learned that 'dealer prep'
included installing a US.-made luggage rack, but at the time I assumed the rack
was coming from the factory at Abingdon!)
I remember the red letter day when my postcard arrived announcing the
pickup date. And 1 remember equally as well the long bus ride across the Bay
Bridge. Delivery took just minutes, "Sign here and your MGB is waiting just inside
the overhead door". There it was and it bore English plates AGJ 21B. A slight feeling o f apprehension suddenly struck me-after all, I didn't even know how to
change gears-luckily the pattern was on the shift knob!
My first drive consisted o f getting across Van Ness Avenue as quickly as possible to the Texaco station, for the gas gauge was pegged on empty. I filled the
tank for less than $3, lowered the top and headed for the Pacific Coast Highway.
My MG days had begun!
Lloyd Decker, Kansas City MG Car Club
(Lloyd will hopefully continue his story in future issues o f the "Driver". What
were YOU doing in 1964? Listening to the Beatles as we all were I guess. I'd had my
first MCB for just about a year, Tartan Red, black interior and I really thought I was
Jack, the Lad!-Ed)

An 'us delivered'shot o f Lloyd Decker's MCB taken in June, 1964.
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"THE SO URCE
For All Your MG Needs
"

M & G VINTAGE AUTO
265 ROUTE 17
P.O. BOX 226
TUXEDO PARK, NY 10987
Toll Free 800-631-8990
In N.Y. 914-753-5900
FAX 914-753-5613
Catalogs available upon request,
MGT - MGA - MGB
We run a body shop, do component
rebuilding and restoration, and have
a Showroom of Vintage cars.
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WORKING CLASSICS-THE

MCB CT

Martin Hodder, "Popular Classics"
You may recall that Martin made a trip to France in a 'B which we reported
in our MarchjApril issue this year. Now, determined to see if the GT lives up to its
badge, as well as being an everyday car, he makes a lightning trip up to Scotland
in a 1972 example...
"The look I got from my colleagues was one of pure astonishment mixed with
pure disbelief. 'Scotland and back in two days! You must be mad!' There is, of
course, no better way to assess a car designed as a long distance tourer than to
take it on a long, fast trip. And we're not talking about a visit to K-Mart on
Saturday, followed by a saunter 'round the back roads on Sunday afternoon,
which is about as hard as a great many classics work!
The one frustrating fact about classic cars is that only a few can stand the
hard, regular use throughout the year in the same way as a new car; try it and
you'll spend every spare moment keeping it fit for the road. Cars with poor performance are not at all suitable for today's high speed autoroutes.
But there is one classic which stands out like a beacon in terms of usabilitythe MGB. With the GT version, security and versatility can be added to the mix of
reliability, comfort, economy and performance which have been the hallmark of
the 'B since its launch in 1962. Not for nothing is the MGB the most successful
sports car the world has ever known!
Today, the 'B is more popular than it ever has been, as an ever-growing number of people recognize the car's qualities. Fortunately, this post-production p o p
ularity has spawned a support industry without equal; there is nothing you can't
buy for an MGB off the shelf, sometimes easier and certainly cheaper than for a
modern Eurobox or Riceburner!
Although not my favorite version-I genuinely adore the 'B roadster-the GT
is a more practical car. It carries those magic letters on the back which suggests
the MGB GT is a grand tourer in the best traditions, therefore fitting it well for all
those long-distance blasts which all we enthusiastic motorists cannot live without!
But is it a grand tourer? There's no doubting the 'B's abilities as an everyday
car, perhaps your only one, but is it a vehicle for prolonged speedy drives in
today's conditions? Indeed, was it ever such a car? Well I'd soon find out ...
My drive to Scotland began in Essex, heading north to Huntingdon and then
across to the M1 motorway. Having driven MGBs on countless motorways at
home and abroad, the M1 held no fears. However, once on the motorway I was
aware of that old feeling of vulnerability which comes from driving a small car
among the massive trucks and fast-moving cars which filled all three lanes.
Yes, the MGB is a small car and you sit low down in true sports car style.
Thanks to the brilliant cockpit design there's plenty of room for driver and passenger, but you really do stare straight into the hubs of giant lorry wheels as you
pass by-and sometimes they pass you by! Still, we have strong nerves, we classic car nuts. Heading ever northwards into Yorkshire, the red MG pressed on
without effort, and s o did I. The speedo needle hovered around 70 mph, the water
temperature needle remained below the central point and the oil pressure displayed a reassuring 60 Ib. No need to worry about the 1798cc Rseries engine.
There never was.

I was comfortable in the large, supportive seats and my legs stretched out
easily in front of me. My left elbow rested on the padded top of the central cubby
box and my fingers were at ease with the wood rimmed steering wheel. There was
no radio, but the steady note of the exhaust was music enough.
So it continued. Over the Pennines courtesy of the M62, busy as ever and
awkward at times on the steep climbs up to the moors which separate Yorkshire
from Lancashire because of the bunches of slow-moving lorries. I don't envy
truckers on roads like this!
I joined the M6 in the middle of some enormously complicated road construction, and the MG's nose pointed north again, and I began to long for the
stretch through the Lake District where I knew the scenery would be lovely and
the traffic a little less dense. I'd be able to enjoy the car a little more. The climb
up to Shap summit was more interesting than usual, with entertainment provided
by military jets passing low overhead at very high speed!
After Shap comes Penrith, then Carlisle then the Scottish border at Gretna
Green. Remembering Gretna from my very first visit, on a motorbike in the late
fifties, I was disappointed at the blatant commercialism which has totally
destroyed what it was in the first place. (Gretna was the place where young couples eloped to get married when they didn't have the permission of their parents.
They were married by the blacksmith of the village who was empowered to perform
the ceremony under Scottish law!-Ed)
Never mind, I stopped the MGB for the first
time in several hours to take a couple of photographs on the old Dumfries road.
Photos done, I lifted the bonnet to check the oil and water, which were both
OK. I had topped the oil up back at a rest area on the M1 and it would do another two or three hundred miles. Back in the cockpit I turned the key and the engine
fired instantly. I had already decided not to go any further north, but to head west
into Galloway; it was into the afternoon of the first day and I had to be back home
the following evening. And I wanted time for some photography and then a couple of pints!
After the uninterrupted motorway drive it was pleasant to be on ordinary
roads and with the speed pegged down to around 60 mph, the car was considerably more quiet. Although the MGB GT is not a noisy car, you certainly notice the
difference compared to more modern vehicles. But I was not tired, nor did I have
any aches-there are not many cars which don't leave me with a backache after
a long drive!
Heading into the bright western sunlight, I was very aware of the heavily flyspattered windscreen but didn't dare use the washers and wipers. Best to leave
it until I could clean it properly. That chance didn't come until the next morning
when, after a blissfully good sleep at the Galloway Arms in Newton Stewart, I
found one of those car washes where you do it yourself with a foam brush and a
pressure lance. After I had mastered the machinery, the flies came off along with
all the grime-and the passenger seat got a good soaking because I had forgotten
to close the window fully! The Tartan Red paintwork looked wonderful; surely,
this is the nicest red ever produced.
Continued on page 52

LETTERS TO T H E REGISTER
SAMARITANS ALL!
Dear Register,
Bob Mason said it very well: "The MGs bring us together and the people keep
us together."
At this year's University Motors Summer Party in Grand Rapids we experienced car trouble en route to the Grattan Raceway, Sunday morning. As the
Midget slowly died and rolled to a halt Kuno Lubja ('69 MGB) from Etobicoke,
Ontario, Canada pulled over to help us. We managed to get it running but only for
another mile.
At this point, Ron Fuller of Classic Auto Works, Chagrin Falls, Ohio, pulled
over and we all helped load the Midget into his enclosed trailer. He took it to
Grattan where we off-loaded it and again got it running. However, it failed again
ten miles down the road enroute to Milwaukee and home!
My wife, Sue, spotted Mark Gillikin from Berry & Gillikin's Towing who gladly pulled over and towed us to University Motors in Ada, where the next morning
Mark soldered a loose wire in the alternator and we returned safely to Milwaukee.
This '74 Midget now proudly wears a University Motors label on its valve cover!
We would like to warmly thank all of the above. Because of their help, our
fantastic trip to Grand Rapids, while extended, was not ruined. This incident portrays very aptly what MGs are all about- Mighty Good people and Mighty Good
cars!
Sincerely,
Dan & Sue Donahue
Milwaukee, WI

DEALER AUTHENTICITY?
Dear Register,
Establishing an originality standard is not an impossible task for USA specification MGBs. Although the '62-'67 cars are a bit more difficult because the
British could never get a firm grasp on the concept of a "model year".
After January lst, 1968 however, everything gets a whole lot easier because
model year is determined numerically...nice, precise, and concise. Why? Because
the Feds mandated it. Documentation is the basis for accepted standards across
the board for other marques.
1 once worked, in the early '60's for one of the Regional BMC Distributors in
the Midwest. You would not believe what happened to some of the cars before
they reached the dealer's showroom! Allow me to elaborate a little.
In the fall of 1962 a friend of mine and I were delivering a new MGB to a dealer in northern Minnesota-his first one. We were driving the car across northern
Wisconsin, (speedo disconnected of course!) and around 2:30 in the morning
stopped at an all-night diner for some food.
When we emerged from the diner, the hubcaps on the MGB were gone! (I
guess someone thought they looked like baby moons and needed them for their
Chevy!). As we knew the car had already been pre-sold and the new owner was
eagerly awaiting delivery, we pressed on ...dreading the moment of arrival at the
little dealership. When we got there, the dealer said, "No worries boys" and
promptly snapped on a new set of MGA hubcaps he had on the shelf. End of true
portion of this story...

Now suppose that Mr. New MGB owner took delivery of the car and drove it
straight home to his garage and parked it. 30 years pass and now he takes it to an
MG meet with 8 miles on the speedo (we plugged it back in!) and everyone says"Hey that MGB has MGA hubcaps on it"!
The owner swears that was the way it left the factory-after all he bought it
new and has owned it all these years.
Then someone pipes up that he knows they did that all the time at the MG
factory...using up old stock and such. In no time flat, MGA hubcaps are an accepted fact for early MGBs. Now, gentle reader, we know that this is baloney! What the
owner really meant to say was that this was the way the MGB left the dealership,
but the thought never crossed his mind that the "factory original" can be very different from the "dealer original"!
I can also recall working in that same northern Minnesota dealership when
we had two '63 'Bs in stock. One was Tartan Red with a red top and interior. The
other was Black with a red interior and a gray top. Both cars were displayed
inside the showroom with the tops stowed in the trunk. A fellow walked in to buy
the Black MGB, and as we were about to send it out we discovered to our horror
that someone had thrown a jack in the trunk and put a hole in the Gray top! We
quickly fitted the RED top from the other car and the customer loved it! He probably still has a picture of it somewhere ...s o I can hear the arguments now!
Originality wasn't sacred in those days, it wasn't even thought about-just sell
the cars and pay the rent.
Working out a nationally accepted originality standard by which all MGBs
will be judged is the only answer, and I can't believe the number of people who
think their MGB is something special. After all, these cars were not built by the
handful in some damp lock-up in rural Berkshire. The were built by the tens of
thousands in the British equivalent of a fairly modern factory. Parts were bought
in lots of 500 or 1,000 or more. Abingdon didn't buy "onesies" and "twosies"!
So if you think your MGB is unique-don't delude yourself-prove it with
good documentation. The chance that you have a USA spec car that is one of a
kind is so remote that it borders on the impossible! So speaking as a former judge
don't bother me with stories of the split rear bumper on your '71 MGB, or the
black interior in your 72...but show me real documentation and you'll have my
undivided attention!
Regards,
Lloyd Faust
Placentia, CA
(Might be a good time to mention, Floyd, that you can obtain authentic documentation for your MGB or Midget through a Heritage Trace Certificate. These are
obtainable from the Archivist, British Motor Indushy Heritage Trust, The Heritage
Center, Banbury Road, Gaydon, Warwickshire, CV35 OBJ, England. Send all the numbers off your car, and a check for $40 and you'll receive a beautiful certificate detailing all the build information available through the records kept at the factory.-Ed)
Continued on page 24

Letters to the Register - Continued from page 23
Dear Register,
May Jean and myself express through your pages our sincerest thanks for the
fantastic time we spent with you all at "MG '94" in Washington. While we expected to have a good time, we were over the moon with the event which far exceeded our expectations with such an excellent turnout of cars, and so many friendly
enthusiastic owners. The schedule of events was such that there was never a dull
moment with s o much going on.
We would like to congratulate you all on the immense amount of effort and
planning put into the whole operation by the North American MGB Register and
the Washington DC Centre of the MG Car Club which made the event such a success.
We came to the USA actually knowing only a handful of friends, and have corresponded with probably twenty or s o more over the years, but after four days
(longer in some cases) spent with you we now say we feel we have hundreds of
American friends! Now when we read the "MCB Driver" and see the various names
mentioned we will be able to put faces to characters and remember the great time
we all had at Washington Dulles.
We also thank everyone for looking after us s o well from the time we were
met a t the airport, until our departure day, we were most impressed with the hospitality you all gave us. We would also like to express our delight that the
Guinness Record for the longest single marque caravan had been confirmed. We
both feel honored to have played a small part in the success of such a great meeting.
In the winter when we are sitting in front of the fire, with the wind whistling
and the snow falling, sipping our 'Speckled Hen' and watching the Washington
video, we will remember the days of 90" plus temperatures and say, "We were
there!"
Octagonally Yours,
Geoff and Jean Allen
Abingdon on Thames, England
(This was the proper letter referred to by Jean in the last issue of the
"Driuer'l)
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INCORPORATING
COSTELLO ENGINEERING
Costello V-8 Conversions
Costello Parts & Fuel Injection
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-

8370 OLIVE BLVD. - ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63132 USA
FAX:314/567-5818
TEL: 314/567-5911

ASPECTS OF ABINGDON
Frilford Heath
We are approaching the close of our series on how the MGBs and Midgets
were assembled in the MG Factory at Abingdon on Thames and this time we highlight some of the lesser known 'aspects' of Abingdon, and detail little known activities and departments which contributed to the success of Britain's most popular
sports car.
Most of our interest has been centered on the cars themselves and the manufacturing process, however, there was a great deal more to it than just the production lines, as you can imagine. Behind the scenes were many other workers
who operated the infrastructure necessary to maintain record breaking production of the MGB and Midget.

-

MGB DEVELOPMENT-CRASH TESTING AND THE ROLL-OVER RIG
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration inspired legislation required
a car to be crash tested at 30 miles per hour with all fuel tanks and carburetor
systems in full working order. Crash Testing was accomplished by running the
cars into the "crash block". This comprised a 150 ton concrete block, set 3 feet
into the ground and faced with 1" thick steel plate. The cars were dashed into the
wall through being pulled along by a cable, powered by a 3%litre Jaguar engine
and drum, via an adapted rear axle! In 1974 a smaller test block was also built outA "Crash-Tested"MCB. Photo: MC World

c

The MC Roll-Over Test Rig. Photo: Knudson Collection
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side "B" Block where MGBs were run off a short ramp to test the interim 1974175
"Sabrina" block bumper overriders. Cars were later 30 mph crash-tested by being
run into the block at MIRA, the Motor Industry Research Association's facility at
Nuneaton in Warwickshire.
After the crash, during which no fuel (other than approximately an egg cup
full!) could be spilled, the vehicle had to be tested on each side and inverted and
still spill NO fuel!! Hence the complicated 'in-tank' petrol pipes and charcoal canister lines on U.S. spec. MGBs.
A special rig was designed by Don Hayter's Safety Project Office and
Development Engineering. It could be split by withdrawing the locking pins to
allow a crashed car to be hoisted onto the platform and strapped down with
broad nylon webbing straps.
At the bottom center was a geared electric motor which in turn drove a long
chain round the periphery of the support/guide channel. As a note of interest,
Don Hayter tells us that the 'U' channels in the rig were formed for MG by a shipbuilding yard which had the rolls and technology to undertake this task very
quickly. This was the only rig of its type in the whole BLMC organization at the
time-and it was MG's!
Geoff Allen recalls that on the other side of the wall at the left of the picture
of the test rig, was the Rectification Department, and tarpaulins were placed
above the wall to prevent the lads in Rectification from being able to observe
what was happening in the Roll-Over Test. The Safety Development Department
also had a weighing test which was extremely accurate, in order to verify final
vehicle weights within very tight compliance limits, especially in the USA.
Continued on page 28
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Aspects of Abingdon - Continued from page 27

The Maintenance Shop at Abingdon. Photo: John Seager
The Engine Development and Test Department. Photo: John Seager

WORKER'S RECREATIONAL ASPECTS
The workers at the 'G' always had a good recreational program and had their
own Sports and Social Club. Sports played a big part in their leisure time and football and cricket were popular team games. There was also a very active MG
Abingdon Caravan and Camping Club, run by Dave Hudson-they even had their
own regalia!

ENGINE TESTING
The engine test house stood between " A Block and "B" Block and comprised
two Heenan and Froude test beds, plus a spare 300 HP unit for the record breakers. Engine testing was 'quietened' progressively due to the proximity of the hospital next door to the MG plant!
MAINTENANCE A N D SUPPORT FACILITIES
Obviously a full maintenance shop was operated to support the production
lines, as was a comprehensive machine shop. A huge boiler house supplied heating and hot water to all parts of the MG plant, while the electrician's shop looked
after the power side. The photographs show the incoming power supply and the
electrical distribution department which controlled power throughout the factory. John Seager, whose photos have added much to this series was maintenance
and facilities engineering manager.
The compressor house containing a 150 HP/750 CFM power unit supplied air
throughout the plant, and the Infirmary was a well equipped sickroom for treating minor accidents that inevitably occurred.
SPECIAL TUNING DEPARTMENT
First established in "B" Block during the era of Marcus Chambers and Stewart
Turner, the Special Tuning Department was later moved to "C" Block. Because the
fascinating history of this department is so detailed, we plan to bring you the full
story on MGBs in the Competitions Department at Abingdon, in a future issue of
the "MGB Driver':
28
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FACTORY TOURS
Official tours of the MG Factory were granted to MG Clubs and other associated organizations on written request. It was extremely rare for individuals just
to walk up to Gate 3 and get a tour! The tours usually started at 1:OOpm and after
gathering in the visitors' car park, attendees were welcomed by Peter Franklin, of
Personnel. The group was then taken upstairs in "A" Block and visitors were able
to purchase factory memorabilia, badges, ties, patches, etc. before being introduced to their guides for the tour. Usually these were ex-MG employees, such as
Eddie Dixon and Henry Chapman, who had a thorough knowledge of the way the
unique MG factory operated. Tours usually lasted about 90 minutes and culminated in tea and biscuits for all in the works canteen!
Continued on page 32
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Aspects of Abingdon - Continued from page 29

TWO 'Bs OR NOT TWO 'Bs
Ian Pender, New Jersey

The Compressor House. Photo: John Seager

THE ABINGDON WORKS FIRE ENGINE
Visitors often remarked on the superb 'concours' condition of the MG Works
Fire Engine which stood proudly in the yard. Jim Simpson and his team ensured
that this vehicle was always at the ready. However, in addition, the machine was
entered in many shows and carnivals throughout the area and won many cups
and trophies for its presentation and performance in inter-team fire department
contests.

I

The famous MC Works Fire Engine. Photo: MC World
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This tale starts in June of '92 when our son, Alan, was due to have his driving
test. Being Scottish, I d o not hold with the American teenager's view that it is their
God-given right to have a new car given to them on their 17th birthday! I started
looking around for a second hand car.
One of Alan's friends at school had a '78 MGB Roadster for sale which had an
excellent body, a brand new interior and had been given the 'Limited Edition'
stripes, etc. The engine had 107K miles on it and was noisy (so what's new!). I
took it out for a test drive-and was hooked! I recalled many years ago in Scotland
being loaned a 'B for a week (the one week of the year when it was sunny!) and
memories flooded back into my mind. I decided that this was too good a car for a
17-year-old, but it would make a fun car for a forty-something father! Alan finished
up with a Honda CRX, (well it IS a two seater!) and s o car number one entered my
life.
I covered about 5,000 miles in her that summer and although the engine was
making some wonderful grinding noises, she never let me down. In the fall I had
to decide what t o d o with the engine. Should I get it rebuilt or should I go for a little more power? I had heard of a guy down in Delaware who liked nothing better
than to stuff V8 engines into MGBs! So I called Glen Towery to ask about prices
and the conversion to a V8. Two weeks later, after I had recovered from shock,
we made a deal and the car left for Delaware and her major operation. All operations in the USA are expensive and Blue Cross refused to cover this one! This was
in January and she was supposed to be ready in February, but I have since
learned that there is a fifth time zone in America, and it is called Delaware Timeone week in New Jersey equals one month down there! OK, s o I would be without
a 'B for a few months. Not to 'B!
Alan, who was studying auto mechanics at school and who had never really
forgiven me for keeping the MG, started making noises about needing a car to
work on, 'something we could do together Dad', etc., etc.! Now, if my long suffering wife Gini had thought that I'd had a mental lapse in ordering the V8 conversion, my next purchase convinced her that I was ready for the funny farm! Enter
car number two...
Car two, and 1 use the term 'car' very loosely indeed, was found in a local
garage and was completely stripped, including the paint which had been that disgusting color Tundra which looks like something you can't remember eating, the
next day! The owner was a Trenton cop who assured me that all the pieces needed to make it a roadster were in his attic, boxed and labeled. (Some cops are not
truthful!) After agreeing on a price. Alan arranged to have this piece of junk delivered to our house. I was in Scotland at the time but I could tell from Gini's voice
on the phone that she was not too pleased with the load of rusting metal dumped
in our driveway. By the time I came back to the States, Alan had sorted out the
two dozen boxes or s o that came with the car and we discovered lots of things
missing. Our fault, a s we should have checked everything at the time of purchase,
but there are a lot of parts in an MGB. So what d o we do? There was an engine and
transmission in the car, but it had frozen at one point and the core plugs had
popped. The dash had been removed and the tangle of wires (some burnt out!)
was an auto electrician's nightmare. Also, the thing had been in a fender bender
Continued on page 34
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at some time or another as the front nearside wheel was at a 25 degree angle outwards. These were just a few of the obvious things wrong-what had we bought?
It should be a '75 roadster but now what to do? (Did you buy this 'B in the dark?!Ed)
One of the problems that faced us was the fact that we don't have a garage,
s o work had to be carried out as weather permitted. This was the start of the
engine merry-go-round! Alan said he would rebuild the engine from car #1 a s it
was by this time out of the car in Delaware. The bodywork and spraying would be
done by a friend at night school. So for the next three months panels would come
and go, whenever a part or panel was cleaned and ready to back on the car, it
went down in our basement. If we could have lifted the house to get the MGB out,
the car would have been rebuilt down there, but Gini drew the line a t that idea!
The color we chose was Black Tulip which I consider to be one of the few nice
colors to come out of the factory. Bodywork under control and the engine getting
rebuilt we set about taking the old engine and transmission out of the shell. We
decided to remove them together but we did not have an engine hoist. No problem, our next door neighbor, Sandy has a backhoe! So with the bucket dangling
over the hedge, and a chain, not to mention a lesson in how to swear in Italian,
(Sandy is Italian!) we proceeded to haul the lump out. This is where we learned a
most valuable lesson. Drain the gearbox oil first! It took two minutes to take out
and two hours to clean up the driveway! In fact our driveway still has the mark to
this day ...
Just about this time one of Alan's friends had blown the engine of his MGB s o
we sold him the lump to rebuild. We cleaned up the shell and borrowed an Aframe s o we could now tow the car to night school. It became a regular sight on
the neighborhood but most people thought they'd never live to see it completed!
Work on it was agonizingly slow and it became apparent that we would never
complete it for the summer of '93. The engine had been rebuilt, the body was complete but we did not fancy tackling the final wiring of it. So we towed it down to
South Jersey where an English friend of ours fitted the engine and rear end and
had one of his colleagues re-wire it. Everything was going smoothly with Car number two!
Car number one had finally come back from Delaware-in May!-(One has to
remember the time difference...) and I was enjoying V8 motoring. The license
plate says "EIGHTUP" and when people ask me why, I tell them it ate up all my
money but it was worth every cent! Alan was really ticked that he wasn't allowed
to drive the V8, and a s his car wasn't ready, he found, very conveniently just
'round the corner, a '76 MGB going for parts. We went and looked at it, parted with
$200 and towed it home. I must admit it was the best buy we ever made. It yielded four nearly-new tires, a new exhaust and although it had been lying in a driveway for three years, after 30 minutes of cleaning, checking and fresh gas it burst
into life with a loud roar. This was probably caused by the fact that we'd removed
the exhaust, but the result was an excellent engine and gearbox. This was not car
number three, it was affectionately known a s the "Scrapper" or the Not to 'B!
The same day we bought the "Scrapper" Alan heard that his friend who had
bought number 2's engine had run out of cash after rebuilding it. Did we want to
make him an offer for the complete car? I had never seen it but we went 'round
anyway to have a look-you all know the saying, "because it's there"! That's what

happened and the result was we towed a red 1974 chrome bumper model home,
complete with wire wheels, new hood and paint job! The drawback was that
Alan's friend couldn't get the engine running right. We worked on it the following
day and discovered that there are people who can rebuild engines and morons.
In this particular case we had a moron.
No problem! (Our favorite phrase for MGs.) What we will do is put the engine
and transmission from the "Scrapper" into it, get it running and sell it. Car number three is a 1974 'B, the "Scrapper" was a '76 s o we had to change engine front
plates and the engine mounts. This is when we discovered that the tailgate of a
pickup truck makes an ideal work bench if you don't have a garage. Again we used
the backhoe to lift the engines in and out, but this time we split them from the
gearboxes. Now we have four MGBs in the driveway, ranging from scrap to perfect. Gini is freaking out!! Car number two was back from having another four
coats of paint. We were towing s o many MGBs about on the A frame that people
were asking if they came from Abingdon like that, or was it an optional extra! The
weather was getting too cold to work outdoors s o we agreed to wait until the next
year to finish car number two.
Alas, fate played its cruel hand and the Honda decided it would commit Harakiri and go to Honda heaven. This was one month before Alan was due to start college in Ohio, s o we had to get car number two ready for him, but the weather was
really against us. Sandy, our ever-helpful neighbor said, "No problem, use my
garage!" So all the boxes of new and cleaned parts were dug out of our basement
and completion was begun the first week in December. On Christmas Day 1993,
Continued on page 36
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the car was driven out complete, except for a few minor items! It was an experience we will both never forget, working 'till late at night in the freezing garage,
with no heating. One night we blew all the fuses in Sandy's house because we
were using hair dryers to dry the glue for the carpets! Little things like that
remind you of what fun it was ...but would we do it again? Not immediately, this
year we are hopefully going to enjoy driving the MGBs instead of being underneath them! However, we did learn where every part of an MGB fits, and it was a
valuable experience for both Alan and I.
So now we have two 'B's to drive, and not two 'B's, they've been sold. Finally
I'd like to thank my wife Gini for all her patience ...l won't d o it again dear, honest ...but I did happen to see an MGB for sale yesterday!!

About Our Front and Rear Covers
Our front cover shows a typical English pub at Christmas time.
Our rear cover shows a new book every MGB owner should
ask Santa to bring! Now available from one o f our valued
advertisers!

FROM THE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob M a s o n
A mixed bag of mail this time, and while we're at it both Sue and myself wish
you happy holidays! First a letter from Indiana:

Dear Bob.
Greetings from the MG Mavens in and around Magnificent Muncie! I truly
enjoy the "MGB Driver" and yours is the column I always turn to first, the various
and sundry technical insights you provide are interesting, entertaining and above
all informative.
Those are the kudos and now comes the question! I note in my vast array of
MG manuals, (can one ever have too many?) that to replace the left motor mount
one must first remove the 'rack and pinion'! Clever engineering, or what? Can you
apprise us of some trick of the trade or mechanical ledgermain for reinstalling
and aligning said rack and steering column. A procedure which will not require
obscure, non-available pointers, gauges etc.?
As always, I await with baited breath (smells like a bucket of bad mullet
doesn't it?!) for your enlightening response. Until then I remain your most humble, obsequious and contrite servant.
Dave Morris
(Bon Vivant, Raconteur, and all-round good chap!)
Dear Dave,
Thanks for your letter and the stamped addressed envelope, and thanks for
the complimentary remarks about the articles printed in the "Driver".
Unfortunately, unless you have handy some elves from Sherwood Forest to work
their magic on the removal and installation of that particular mount, things must
be done as specified in your many manuals!
I have seen some highly modified wrenches in the past that individuals had
fabricated themselves. These could barely manage to be inserted between the
bracket and the pinion shaft, s o it is usually easier and quicker to do the things
printed in the manuals.
Removing the rack and pinion assembly is not all that difficult or time consuming, and assuming that you do not lose any of the shims as installed on the
cross-member mounts, (they are usually riveted in place) there is almost never a
problem when it comes to inserting the pinion shaft onto the universal coupling
still attached to the steering column.
I really don't think you will have any problem with the procedure-just dig in
and you will be surprised a s to how easy things will go-fortunately for most, this
doesn't need to be done very often. Again thanks for your letter and the smiles it
brought upon reading it!
Bob
Continued on page 38

Streamers everywhere a s factory workers celebrate Christmas in the Abingdon
factory, 1979. Photo: John Seager
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From the Technical Coordinator - Continued from page 3 7
...and now to Niceville. Florida:
Dear Bob,
I have a 1979 MGB Roadster, weekend driver and show car. It is in excellent
condition with 57,000 original miles, and has no major problems other than my
most recent dilemma with one of my electric fan motors.
The motors are Lucas and not sealed units. I have diagnosed the problem as
the armature appears burnt, probably from arcing brushes and weak bush
springs. I have gone through the bearings, and although at first they seemed tight
they now turn freely.
What would be your recommendation on the best course of action now? I
have researched my many MG catalogs and can't seem to locate a supplier of
replacement bushes. Auto electric shops in my area have advised they have no
repairJreplacement parts.
I would greatly appreciate your expert advice and recommendations, as while
the MGB seems to drive fine using just the one fan, I want to ensure a cooler summer next year. I really enjoy your "MGB Driver" articles-great job!
Sincerely,
Wayne Achtzehn
Dear Wayne,
From what you say, you must have the earlier type of fan motor with the "nipple" end at the shaft-the later type motor with a flat face will come apart, but it
is almost impossible to reassemble!
Since you appear t o have the earlier motor you are in luck, and you should
have little problem finding the brushes you need. Contact your British spares s u p
plier and ask for Lucas part number WKB-102, (the old Lucas number is 54701528)
which is the bush set for the two-speed windshield wiper motor! This brush set
actually has three individual brushes, but you will only need the two brushes that
are 180 degrees from each other. Just remove the third brush and you will then
have a spare for future use. This brush plate assembly is called a 'Brush Gear'why, I don't know--and the mounting plate secures with the two screws now
installed in your fan motor.
Clean up the commutator with glass cloth or fine emery cloth, but don't
undercut the slots of the commutator. The bushings at either end of the casing
are of the "oilite" type and would appreciate a thorough soaking in oil for 24 hours
before you assemble the motor. Drain off the excess oil and put a slight smear of
wheel bearing grease on the bottom bush before you undertake the final assembly. And while you're at it, you might inspect your other motor for excessive
brush wear, and lubricate those brushes too.
I hope the above will be of help in solving your problem.
Bob
and now to other bits and pieces ....
Our illustrious Chairman, Rick Ingram, has solved the problem a s related to
the previously installed Zenith-Stromberg carburetor on his MGB. Rather than
convert to a Weber or twin SUs, he has chosen to use a single SU HIF-6 carbure-

tor which is a direct bolt-up to the existing combination intake and exhaust manifold a s fitted to all MGBs from 1975 onwards.
This particular carburetor has the controls fitted to the rear side, and was
originally installed in all Austin Marinas which came fitted with the 1800cc MGB
engine. Rick tells me that the conversion was quick and easy, requiring only a different throttle cable and the installation of a new manual choke cable.
Rick tells me he will be happy to answer any member's questions about this
conversion if the telephone calls are directed to his home telephone during the
early evening. (Central Time!)
... some Hot Stuff!
A Register member told me of a recent experience s h e had with a radiator
cap on her MGB. The seal on her old cap was in poor condition s o she searched
around for a new cap, and with a bit of difficulty finally had it seated. At the end
of a run, just as she approached her home, the lower radiator hose came loose
from the connection, dumping hot water everywhere! She reinstalled the hose
after everything had cooled down, and thought little more of the problem until
later, after a longer trip, she opened the bonnet to see that the top, (and bottom
too!) radiator tank was expanding to what she thought was an alarming
degree ...and to quote Paul Harvey-"Now for the rest of the story!"
It seems that the replacement cap 'looked' like the cap she had removed, but
there was one dangerous difference-the replacement cap, although it was of the
same pressure rating, had a X inch long neck rather than the correct (for her car)
K inch neck, and that was why she had had difficulty in securing the cap.
The added length created enough pressure on the cap seal, that it would not
relieve the pressure within the system, when the system climbed to the rated
pressure when hot. And a s the pressure could not be vented, the interior pressure continued to climb as the coolant temperature continued to rise, (her temperature gauge didn't work!) and this continuing rise in pressure was expanding
the metal of the radiator and the coolant hoses!
After things cooled down she took the radiator to a specialist for repair and
it was there that the cause of the problem was found. BUT, just imagine what
would have been the result if a hose or the radiator itself had burst while she was
standing there looking at "things"! The scalding water under high pressure would
have saturated everything within a goodly radius, and who can tell what the
results might have been?
The moral of this particular episode is that when you are replacing any part,
inspect t h e new item closely to ensure that it is of the same
size/length/width/height as the old part you are replacing. Fortunately in this
case, there was no damage, except to the wallet, but there certainly could have
been.
The winner of the little puzzler in my column last time was Dwaine Sharpe
who correctly identified the accelerator clip mounting for the RHD spec MGBs.
Not used on US spec cars! Dwaine will receive a NAMGBR patch shortly!
That's it for this year-see you in 1995!
Bob

Metal "Dealer style" Signs

time. Each set consists of fourcoasters.
coaster set ............................................................ $5.95
scale MGB models.
Finished in Black this chrome bumper MGB should be
under every MG enthusiasts Christmas tree this year.
MGB Diecast Model ......................................... $7.95
Also available Bugeye Sprite in Red.

Brltish Leyland

MG

Setvice

Enjoy cold weather motoring o r just show of your
marque with one of our heavyweight sweatshirts.
BAC Super Heavyweight Plaid Flannel Pullover
Hooded Sweatshirt(il1ustrated to left)
80120 Cotton Poly 1 1oz fleece, contrasting plaid in hood,
placket and pocket linings, antique brass accessories.
Enbroidered with your choice of logo. Sizes M-XL in
Forest Green or Navy Blue.
Let us know size, colour and logo ...................... $39.95
So warm they can be warn in place of a coat ....
Heavyweight Set-In sleeve sweatshirt
Your choice of logo embroidered on a super quality 902
50150 Cotton Poly. Sizes M-XXL in Forest Green or

Embroidered Sportshirt
100% cotton pique, Sizes M-XXL in White, Forest
Green, Navy or Lt.Yellow
Let us know size, colour and logo M-XL ......... $24.95
XXL .......... $29.95

have many uses besides
the front of your car.
They also look great in
the den. We also carry
Land Rover, Jaguar and
Your choice .....$4.95 ea.

mer may be over but our heavyweight
Shirts are always popular. We have many
vailable, those shown below are amongst

Reproduction "Dealer" signs look great in your Den,
Ofice or Garage. Each is fathfully screenprintedon 24g.
steel. and mounting holes have already been drilled.
18" x24" Rectangular signs ........................... $24.95ea.
MGOctagonsign (16") ..................................... $19.95ea.
Screen printed on steel to look just

If you have not received o u r '94 Christmas flyer
please call, we will be pleased to mail one to you...

MGJChequered flag

UWUSA &MG logo

eat Christmas Gifts.
................$11.95ea.

Please note that shipping at cost will be added to all orservice is available.

ACCESSORIES
CA 9 5 0 3 5
Fax 9 4 2 5 5 8 2

"SPEEDING" THROUGH A REPAIR
Randy Matley, Idaho M C Club
When I first purchased my '67 MGB one of the things that didn't work was the
speedometer. "Must be the cable", that ever-optimistic voice inside me said.
Remember that the first part that you find broken, may have broken as a result of
another seized, or otherwise non-functioning item. In my case the part that failed
first was the speedo itself, which then caused the next weakest (and most expensive!) to fail!
That part being the 90 degree angle drive that comes off the transmission.
This is the item that I first found to be broken and then replaced. Easy, the speedo
worked for about ten miles until the angle drive failed again! So I then did what I
should have done to begin with ...
I removed and cleaned the cable, after removing it from its housing of course.
The speedometer came next and I then discovered that this was the root of the
problem. It wasn't completely seized but was very stiff and needed rebuilding. So
off it went to the rebuild shop and two or three weeks later, (and one more angle
drive!) I had a functioning speedometer, and was really pleased.
Now when a component in a system fails, I try to check the entire system to
discover the cause of the failure instead of simply replacing the failed parts and
hoping. A smooth running speedometer requires a smooth running cable and that
calls for a suitable lubricant. Those who know such things have recommended a
light general purpose lubricant such as "ac general purpose lubricant #st 800".
Great stuff, and you should be able to find it at any decent auto parts store. The
tube says that the temperature range is from -50°F to +210°F s o it doesn't melt
away in the heat, or get too stiff in the cold.
To lube your MGB speedo cable (this also works for older MGB tach cables
too!) undo one end of the cable housing and pull the cable out wiping it clean a s
you go. Then squeeze a good size gob of the lubricant into your hand and slide
the cable back through it as you feed the cable back into its housing, taking as
much lube with the cable as you can. Messy but necessary! Wipe off the excess
and re-attach the cable housing. This may require turning the cable to allow the
squared off drive end to seat properly.
This should provide you with a nice smooth running cable, and a steady
speedometer. Also an additional use for that new tube of lubricant could mean
that you can now re-pack the windscreen wiper gearbox and wheel housings-in
your spare time of course!

Classic MGB Spares
From The Original
British Parts Specialist
J The Largest, Most Extensive
Inventory in the World!

We stock obscure a s well a s common items.
Our commitment to re-tooling obsolete spares
insures the complete and correct restoration of
your classic MG sports car.

J

No Risk Shopping!

We want you to be happy with the components
you get from us! We have the best returns
policy in the business and always go
the extra mile to keep you satisfied.

J Convenient Hours, Open Sunday Too!
Our longer hours make it more convenient for
you to shop for the parts you need, especially
evenings and weekends! Phone us Monday
through Friday from 6 am to 7 pm Pacific Time
and 7 am to 4 pm Saturday and Sunday.

?

J

Faster Service!

We ship over 90% of our orders the same day
they are received from warehouses in both
California and New Jersey. Order by
2 pm, your local time, for same day shipping.

J

Free Illustrated Catalogs!

Our famous, comprehensive catalogs
help you find the parts you need
quickly and easily. Just specify
the edition you need: MG TC-TD-TF,
MGA, MGB or SpriteIMidget.

J

t/

Free Color Quarterly Newsletter!

Each issue of Moss Motoring is filled with
specially priced sale items, new product
releases, tech tips, feature articles,
British car news and events.

Quality Parts, First Class Service!

Give us a call, we know that you'll be pleased!

MOSS MOTORS, LTD.

P.O. Box 847 7200 Hollister Avenue

Goleta, California 931 16
805-968-1041

800-235-6954

Toll-Free Ordering in U.S.A. & Canada

805-968-6910

24 Hour Fax Ordering

ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD NEWS
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Tom Biehl, BBS Coordinator
Greetings! After learning that Dan Zebarah had relinquished his post as BBS
Coordinator for the NAMGBR, I volunteered to fill the position and am happy to
be the new BBS contact for the Register.
As those of you who are on an on-line service (be it America On-Line (AOL),
Prodigy, Internet, or any other) may or may not know, it is now possible through
the Internet to communicate across different boards via E-mail.
If you are on AOL or the Internet, it's fairly easy to send E-mail to other services. You simply address your E-mail to the person at their service address. For
example: If you are on AOL and you wanted to send E-mail to me at my Prodigy
address, you would address it to "NKMT52ABprodigy.com".
However, if you are on Prodigy, the process is a little more complicated, a s
John Twist will attest to! To send and receive E-mail and files through the
Internet, you must download "Mail Manager" from Prodigy and install it on your
system. The cost is a reasonable $4.95, and occasionally this service is free.
Simply jump: MAIL MANAGE INFO, and download it. The installation instructions
are included in the download. One important point: You should disable any TSR
anti-virus software before attempting to download any new software, or updates
to your hard disk. If you d o not, your system may abort the download!
To start Mail Manager, change t o your Prodigy directory and type
"PMM"<enter>.From the main menu, you can then write, read, send and receive
E-mail and files. Clicking your mouse on "GetISend Mail" will get you the menu for
accessing your Internet messages. Select the options you wish, and hit "OK" at
the end. You will then be able to logon to Prodigy and receive your E-mail. After
you logoff your messages will automatically be moved to your "Incoming" file.
Click your mouse on the message you wish to read, and hit enter. "Page up" and
"Page down" will scroll you through the message. To reply to the message, select
"Reply" from the menu bar below the message box, and type away. Once you are
finished with your reply, select "Send to Outgoing" and the next time you use
"GetISend Mail" it will automatically be sent for you.
Some important notes on Prodigy's setup: Receiving E-Mail from the Internet
will usually cost 10 cents for each downloaded E-mail. Each E-mail sent to someone on the Internet counts towards your total E-mail allowance for your household plan. If you send a message to a list of 10 ID'S, it counts as 10 messages. Up
to six household users can use the same copy of Mail Manager; open u p the
OPTIONS menu and select ADD A NEW USER. Users will see only their own messages. To find a Prodigy member's ID, jump: Member List and follow the instructions.
There is currently no user directory for Internet. To send a message t o people not on Prodigy, you will have to have received a message from them initially,
or you will have to contact them by another means and get their E-mail address.
If anyone would like their E-mail address published for other member's information, you may Email me at NKMT52ABprodigy.com, NAMGBR BBCBaol.com,
or drop me a line at P.O. Box 681, Blue Bell, PA 19422, and I will publish them in
future columns. Also, if anyone has any questions regarding problems with E-mail
or BBS communications, drop me a note either via regular E-mail or regular mail,
(with a SASE for a personal response), and I will answer them. If the questions are
of general interest I will publish them in the "Driver".
Continued on page 46
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We have pleasure in announcing

6

"THE MGB D R N E R S YEARBOOK"
This novel volume is to be published in late 1994learly 1995, with
a foreword by DON HAYTER former Chief Engineer at Abingdon and
responsible for the MGB. It will contain approximately 150 pages of
MGB news, views, history, photographs, plus features on the Midget
and MG 110011300 edited by Marcham Rhoade.
? Handy 5%" x 8%"glove box size, printed on high quality paper.
? International coverage of 1994 events, happenings, and club

news from around the world.
? The MGB in competition during 1994.
? Feature articles on the history and development of the MGB.
? Rare factory information detailing how the MGB was built at

Abingdon.
? Personality profiles of the people involved in the building of the

MGB.
? Details and addresses of all responding clubs.
? Comprehensive bibliography and videography of material per-

taining to the MGB.
? Plus a selection of

useful hints and tips to better maintain your

MGB.

We invite clubs and individuals to submit material for possible
inclusion in the "MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK" including reports, text,
articles and especially photographs showing the MGB, Midget and MG
110011300. Enter your photos in our competition (with a great first prize)
for the front cover of the "MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK"! Photos must
depict the spirit of the MGB-Britain's most popular sports car!

Y

Please send your inquiries, submissions and comments to:

Q

THE MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK
P.O. Box 2645
Goleta, CA 93117
(Published by MG Publications in association with Ideal Images and with
the support of the North American MGB Register and the MGB Register
of the MG Car Club of England.)

Q
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Electronic Bulletin Board News - Continued from page 44
Finally, here are some important E-mail addresses for you:
John H. Twist, Founding Chairman NAMGBR, VRHS43@prodigy.com
Rick Ingram, Chairman NAMGBR, MOWOG1@aol.com
Jerome Rosenberger, NAMGBR Headquarters, NAMCBRl@aol.com
Ron Tugwell, Limited Edition Registrar, R Tug@aol.com
>>Pleasenote that spaces ARE a recognized part of an AOL addressee
On Prodigy, the MG people can be found by jump: AUTO BB, in the SPORTS
CARS topic, on the MGB HOTLINE. Please note that this is a "plus" service, and
extra charges may apply depending upon your individual plan. On AOL, the MG
folks can be found in a number of places. I have started a new topic under the
"Sports & GT" subject, titled "MG Hotline" as a general forum for all MG owners
on AOL.
Hope to see you there!
"Safety Fast"!
Tom Biehl

HAPPY
HaLNDAPB!

BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE MG RACING SERVICES to
satisfy the increasing needs of the MG Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to help with race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgets too!
Rems ranging fromfull motors in various states of tune. to the leather bonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, CIR - SIC
gear sets, LSD units, minilite wheels, 010 & WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
upratedshocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Pleasecall with your requirementsand
we'll offer our own racing experience & knowledge.
C U L F a F R E W A l Y PmFQIlllSmPARTS UTALOO

CRESWELL, OR 97426

(Appointment Only)
The Main Drawing Office at Abingdon. Photo: John Seager
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T H E M C B REGISTRAR'S REPORT
Jon Nyhus
Caroline passed over some interesting letters from members regarding their
cars and I thought you might like to read a few. If you have a story regarding your
MGB please send it to me and we'll try and get it in a future edition of the "MGB
Driver".
First from Harry Mueller of Michigan:
"I purchased my MGB from my neighbor, Al, in 1965. He had purchased the
car in Detroit but went to England to take delivery. He and his wife then opted to
tour some 2,500 miles around England and Europe, after which the car was
shipped to Detroit.
When I first saw the MGB I told A1 that I wanted him to offer me first option
to buy it. He had garaged it all the time and was only driving it occasionally.
John Twist replaced the clutch in 1982 and Tom Shipley has done some work
on the car including patching rust spots and repainting. Santa Claus brought me
a set of chrome wire wheels in 1991. I thoroughly enjoy the MGB, I don't drive it
everywhere, but when I do, people remark how well it looks and performs.
I purchased the car for $700 and consider it a great investment. I don't intend
to ever sell it-just want to work on it and play with it!"

... and now over to Dan Davis in Salt Lake City.
"I obtained my 1977 MGB in May of 1991. I first had attempted to adopt the 'B
(also known as 'Morris') in 1979 when a friend found an ad in the newspaper and
we both went to look at it. When test driving the car I made the mistake of showing it to my brother, who decided he liked it and bought it before I could arrange
a loan! Needless to say I was none too happy, but he was kind enough to let me
take 'Morris' for an occasional spin to impress my friends.
In 1980 the exhaust manifold cracked, (a common problem for the '77 year) and
'Morris' sat in the garage at my parent's house. Over the years, my brother sold
parts off this barely broken-in classic with only 34,000 miles, no rust, not even a
scratch.
The MGB began to look more and more like a skeleton, missing tail lights, intake
manifold, carburetor, alternator, carpets, smog equipment, battery-you name it
and it was gone!
Over the next eleven years 'Morris' looked more and more sad. Cats found the
interior a perfect scratching post/litterbox and spiders found it an idea1 place to
raise their young! The poor 'B hadn't seen soap and water for 10 years!
Every time I came to see my dad I would walk into the garage to see my brother's
abused and uncared for MGB. I'd imagine what I would do if it were mine. I
thumbed through the MGB catalogs to see if the missing parts were still available
and would sit in the driver's seat imagining and remembering what fun it was to
cruise up the canyons in a roadster-1 could almost hear 'Morris' crying out,
"Help Me!"
Many times I had offered to buy 'Morris' but my brother wouldn't sell. He said it
was a classic and would someday be valuable, even in the shape it was in. Finally,
in the summer of 1991, he gave in probably realizing what it would involve to 'fix
it up' and sold it to me.

-

-

Products that Perform

ENGINE: 1924cc Engine Kit-83mm Pistons, camshaft,

roller rockers. Electronic
Ignition Kits. Carb modifications and manifold alternatives. Alternator
adaptation for Generator equipped cars. COOLING: Expansion tank Kit
(pre'77). BRAKFS: Drilled Cad-plated Front disks, Carbon Kevlar Brake Pads.
SUSPENSION: Custom Designed Panhard Rod Kits (tube axels), Fiberglass Rear
Leaf Springs. Real Information on Front Suspension Modifications.
TRANSMISSION: Polypropeiene Trans Cover ('63-'67 all-synchro Conversion)
FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION, PLEASE CAU US

mm

BRITISH AUTOMOTIVE
(415 ) 883-7200

Former Glory
Restored
Repair and Complete
Renovation of
Automotive Coach Work

SPOKE CAR
32 North Sseet
Wmhendon, MA
508-297-3105
Specialist Panel Beater
Certified Dupont Refinisher
CAROLINEF! Collision
Repair Systern

Rebuild and
~eticulo&Servicing
and Careful
Attention to Detail

SPOKE CAR
SERVICES
Anaspedsof*
including complete beline
and chassis repair.

Comprehensive r n a i k w m
and tuning.
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Two thousand dollars worth of parts, and hours and hours of work later, 'Morris'
has been resurrected! He now has an owner who appreciates an English sports
car and is willing to humor his temperamental ways. There are many more dollars
and hours 'Morris' needs, but after 12 years my dream had come true-to "B"
'Morris's loving father! I further fulfilled the dream when I took him on his first MG
road rally in the summer. I look forward to many more!

... and again from Utah, John Parady who lives in Provo.
"At Christmas of 1983 my parents made the mistake of giving me a complete set
of mechanic's tools. It didn't take me long to figure out that around the house
there was nothing to work on! My dad had always done his own car maintenance
and all our cars were in perfect working order.
I turned 16 and asked my parents if I could start looking for a 'fixer upper'. They
said, "Sure, as long as it isn't a convertible with a stick shift." (!) I found two 1967
MGBs sitting in a man's garage and had soon persuaded my dad to tow them
home and let me tear into them! It started out as a harmless way to keep me busy,
but my dad soon caught the fever and we had one of them running in about a
month. We installed a new transmission in it that we found at an MG lot. A new
interior, tires, paint job and hours of carburetor adjustment was all it took to
ignite my dad and I to a new hobby that has consumed our lives. He has owned
three 'Bs and I still own the original that started it all.
1 went across the sea for a couple of years when I turned 19 and my car was
resigned to the awful fate of being driven by my younger sister. When I came
home I had to replace the engine after two weeks. Shattered rings, a worn clutch
and a valve job were the only real casualties of my two year absence.
In 1992 we replaced the old 4-speed transmission with an overdrive unit to
improve performance, and the summer of 1992 was spent preparing and repainting the car the original white. When I moved to the salt and gravel-laden roads of
Utah the next year, I was required to drive the MGB in pure winter weather. Even
cold weather did not seem to affect it after replacing the old carbs with a Weber
for the sake of convenience. Unfortunately the paint job did not fare s o well and
once again the wheels need total restoration.
As the car nears its 30th birthday, I can honestly say that it is the most reliable
(because I can fix it!) and fun car that I've ever had-or probably ever will have!
...and on the reverse of the account for his cat's flu shots, Robert McCrabb weighs
in from up there in Ontario. (He calls it recycling!)
"Small ad, '71 MGB, runs well, needs some work $1200.' I'm hooked. Drive purchase 70 miles home. Gas tank leaks. No license. Brave son driving, proud father
following close! Haynes required and surely my MG will need its own special credit card. Springs gone, paint dull, won't start, rusty sills, holes in the floor. More
credit card slips!
Time to winterize. A good one by normal standards. Spring renews my MG feeling.
Winter reading pays off. All rubber seals removed. All lights off. Chrome off. Holes
fixed. Gleaming shiny happy red MGB!
On the road, new interior, all back together-even the Benji dog will now ride with
me. One of our club fellows said "Looks goodv-now I'm s o pleased that I've even
paid off the Visa balance!

One year on now and took my red pride to the local car show. There she sat very
pretty. Lots of looks and more pride for me. Now the dog and my wife will ride
with me. I'm s o lucky I've got my own MGB-my very own MGB! Hope this story
doesn't bore my Yank friends!
and finally from the Keystone State, Emerson Shaw writes:
"Restoration or Resurrection? What happens when you decide to clean up
that old car? I never took my dad's MGB seriously. At heart I'm a motorcyclist-I
enjoy doing my own work and relish the great outdoors. I guess that's one of the
reasons I fell in love with this little convertible.
My father spent a lot of time working in Europe. He married a young Italian
lady, and that's where I came in. While his friends were buying new Jaguars, my
dad picked up an MGB and drove it all over Europe with me in the back, and my
baby chair on the luggage rack!
Many years passed and the MG feeling was lost until we found ourselves in
New Jersey where dad bought a used 1977 MGB. He drove it a few years, had a
few problems, and then just let it go. Now my girlfriend and I decided to take it
on. Well, she left me-but the obsession hadn't!
I did my research and ordered a few books, and all the MGB catalogs 1 could
find. The more I cleaned, the more dirt I found and the project mushroomed on
me. I found a restoration shop and I've been good friends with Jack ever since. I'll
never forget when I told him about converting my single Zenith-Stromberg carb
to a pair of SUs. Jack pulled out a box from under his bench and there in it was a
pair of 1%"SUs. That's where it all really started-high performance header, K &
N filter, and detoxifying the engine.
The biggest problem was seeing a black MGB on the cover of the Moss
Motors MGB catalog. That's the car I wanted! See, my dad's '77 was British Racing
Green but now it was MY car and to make the point I felt I needed to give it a new
look all my own. Enter Dupont color code #43274, Black Tulip! 13 months later the
body stripped, (glass. turn signals, bumpers, door handles, seats dashboard panels, carpeting). Anything in fact that had a nut, bolt or screw was removed and
replaced!
I'm not looking ever to sell the car. I want to enjoy driving and maintaining a
classic, more than obeying the strict guidelines of the 'perfect restoration job'. So
I've saddled the best of both worlds-taking advantage of the old goodies and
using new technologies to put together the sports car for the nineties-the MGB!

Working Classics-The
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The next few hours were spent driving around southwest Scotland taking
photos and enjoying the MGB. I love engines with lots of torque, and the 'B's
motor is particularly well blessed in this respect. It can be driven around most of
the time using direct fourth and overdrive, only occasionally resorting to third.
What a pleasant way to take a holiday, I thought ...countless times!
After fish and chips for lunch (we live it up, you know!) it was time to begin
heading back down south, back to reality and the pressures of the office. Familiar
names came up on the signs, but this time I was seeing them from the wrong side.
By now I was totally at home with the car. 1 reveled in its comfort and totally
enjoyed the ease of driving it. Its delightfully accurate rack-and-pinion steering,
and the way the road could be 'felt' through the rear leaf springs made me realize how pleasant it was to drive a traditional British sports car, and I loved every
minute!
But there was also the practicality of the GT. I made very good use of the
hatchback which swallowed my camera gear, tripod, general bag and huge toolbox-which remained untouched-with ease. Using the rear load space, plus the
occasional 'seat' a couple could carry everything for a prolonged holiday. You
could even get camping gear in, if you wished. I like camping you know! (So do
we!-Mrs.
Rhoade and I went camping on the Continent for a number of years with
our GT. You wouldn't believe the stuff we packed in that car-tent, stove, sleeping
bags, tables, chairs-you name it we packed it! Even a couple of 'B cylinder heads
for a dear h-iend in Yugoslavia one year! Remind me to tell you about it sometime.Ed)
By the time I returned the MGB to the Garage at Great Bardfield in Essex, I
had covered just over a thousand miles in my two days with it. The car performed
faultlessly and consumed just a liter of oil, which doesn't surprise me given the
large number of motorway miles covered at high speed. Also the MGB GT had
averaged around 33 mpg.
True, other cars could have done the journey at least as well. I'm thinking of
E-types and Healeys in the main, but there are not many owners who would want
to subject their pride and joy to this sort of use sandwiched between every day
driving throughout the year.
But you can do it in an MCB!The car has tremendous reliability, which helps
a lot, and you know that parts are easy to obtain, and faults simple to fix, when
something does go wrong.
1s the GT truly a Grand Tourer? For my money it is, and despite being a 'humble'
MG, I really can't see any of its contemporaries doing it better!
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in the "MGB Driver"
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MG Bits & Spares
P.O. Box 864
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Wrapping Paper
40" wide - $15.00

D AND R ENTERPRISES

I

IMPORTERS I RETAILERS OF FINE BRITISH
SPORTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

R O S S W. W H I T A K E R
OWNER

Illinois Res add $1 sales tax
Satisfaction guaranteed
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Make your gifts Special with MG paper

631 SE 215TH A M .
GRESHAM. OR 97030
(503) 667-4104
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40 W Edward St

Extensive Inventory
New 8. Used Parts
Repairs & Restoration
Wanted - British Cars
Any Condition
.Call For Catalog / Daily UPS

+ Brake cylinders completely
rebuilt and sleeved.
+ Lifetime Limited Warranty.
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NEW WIRE WHEELS
Custom offsea, rlm slzes. tubeless
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Convers~onslo wlre wheels

Repairs & Restorations of Classic MG's from 1945
New & Used Parts Available
(20 1)-726-3096
1577 Macopln Rd.
West Milford, NJ 07480
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SELL-SEEK-SWAP!

WHERE TO 'B!

The Marketplace of the North American MCB Register

~orthcomingEvents of Interest to MCB Drivers

Ads in this section are FREE to MGB Register members-please send ad
with membership number to P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA 93117. Other ads by
arrangement with the Secretary. All ads must be received by the 1st of the
month prior to publication for inclusion. (i.e. JanuarylFebruary issue deadline
is December 1st.) So you don't waste your time looking up area codes, the originating state is shown after each ad!

Please check for up to date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to "MGB
Driver". Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number.
Please submit events at least 2 months in advance to the Editor, P.O. Box 2645,
Goleta, CA 931 17.

FOR SALE

May 5-7th, G.O.F. Texas, (817)478-6859
May12-13th, British Car Meet, Townsened, TN, (615)984-8711
June 21-25th, G.O.F., Plymouth, MA

1966 MGB GT- $900 obo. Dave (805)968-3259, CA
1970 MGB Roadster-1st in class at "MG '94" Convention. Pale primrose with
black interior and top. Total bare metal restoration Feb 94 with everything
rebuilt, including engine, transmission, brakes, wiring, etc. Over $9,000 in
receipts, little needed for concours (air pump included, not on car) Appraised at
$16K, new project forces sale for $16,000. Call for details (404)386-6108, days
(404)552-9611, GA
1972 MGB-Orange, for donor car. Wire wheels, good title, stored 4 years, drives,
great for a rebody project. $500 obo. (507)356-4212, MN
1974 MGB GT-New tires, brakes front end. Good driver. $3,700. (201)625-0640,
NJ
1975 MGB Roadster-Red with Tan interior. Excellent condition, recent engine
overhaul, new tires and new top. $7,500. (815)725-2100, IL
1978 MGB V8 Roadster-73K miles on original car, Brooklands Green. Never
wrecked. 5K miles since conversion to Rover 3.5,5 speed, MGB 3.0 rear, Stainless
headers, 400 AFb, nicely detailed with 5 LE wheels. May consider part trade for
stock MGB GT or $10,500 firm. (703)639-9142, VA
1978 MGB-Carmine Red. 47K miles. Unrestored, runs, have all original parts and
many new parts including top, twin SU conversion, header, brakes and more.
$2,200. (810)625-3538, MI
1979 MGB Roadster-British Racing Green. 24K miles-one owner! Everything original and perfect. (407)777-1091 eves, FL
1980 MGB Roadster-Red, Excellent show car in mint condition, 2,300 original
miles. Luggage rack and Pirelli tires. $14,500. (201)895-2242, NJ
1980 MGB LE-Rolling body only. Good glass, dash, front and rear end, no rust,
roadster type wheels. Has 1994 GA tags. (706)820-1771, GA
1980 MGB LE-Good body, oldrive, AIC. Good dash, top and interior. 1994 GA
tags. $6,000. (706)820-1771, GA

MCs WANTED
MGB GT Wanted-1965 or later, preferably with overdrive. Must be in top condition both mechanically and cosmetically. (203)447-1630, CT

PARTS FOR SALE
1979 MGB Overdrive Trans-Slips and needs reverse idler gear. All other gears
and synchros O.K. $300. Also 1979 MGB Parts Car or restore, near complete,
motor and trans included, $350. New Midget rear shocks $60 pair. Basement full
of MG and Triumph parts, call with your needs! (706)820-1771, GA
58

MAJORM C EVENTS FOR 1995

JUNE 26th-30th, MG '95, NORTH AMERICAN MGB REGISTER
CONVENTION, LAKE TAHOE, CA, 1-800-NAMGBR-1
July 12-16th, G.O.F. West, Ventura, CA, (805)969-0548
July 10-16th, G.O.F. Central, Galesburg, IL, (708)425-6288
Aug 15-18th, MGA Convention, Lansing, MI, (517)694-4856
Aug 1&19th, University Motors MG Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)682-0800
Sept 30th. MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MD, (410)882-6896
Sept 6th-loth, G.O.F., Lake Placid, NY

MC ORCANISATIONS FOR OTHER MODELS OR TYPES
Got an MG other than a 'B, Midget or MG 1100/1300? In the spirit of renewed
cooperation between North American Clubs we list below some other clubs you
might wish to write to:
For T-Series MGs-New England MG T Register, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
For MGAs-North American MGA Register, 2114 Pinehurst Drive, Carmel, IN 46032
For MGCs-North American MGC Register, 34 Park Ave., Asheville, NC 288052056

MG CLUBS IN ENGLAND:
The MG Car Club, Box 251, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3FA
MG Owner's Club, 214 Station Road, Swavesey, Cambs, CB4 5QZ
MG Octagon Car Club, 36 Queensville Ave, Stafford,ST17 4LS. (pre-'55 MGs)

